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ABSTRACT
The growth of the Internet is increasing the deployment of e-services
in such areas as e-commerce, e-learning, and e-health. In parallel, service
providers and consumers are realizing the need for privacy. Managing
privacy using privacy policies is a promising approach. In this approach,
an e-service consumer and an e-service provider each have separate
privacy policies. Before an e-service is engaged, the consumer’s policy
must “match” the provider’s policy. However, how is this matching
defined? We propose a method for comparing consumer and provider
privacy policies by comparing the privacy levels of privacy preferences
in the policies. A “match” between consumer and provider privacy
policies is then defined using this method.  Since the notion of privacy
is subjective and can vary from individual to individual, the privacy
levels of individual preferences are obtained through community con-
sensus.

INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of the Internet has been accompanied by a
growth in the number of e-services available to consumers. E-services
are available for banking, shopping, learning, healthcare, Government
Online, and so on. However, each of these services requires a consumer’s
personal information which leads to concerns over privacy. In order for
e-services to be successful, privacy must be protected. An effective and
flexible way of protecting privacy is to manage it using privacy policies.
In this approach, a provider of an e-service and a consumer of that e-
service each have a privacy policy containing individual privacy
preferences. The provider’s policy expresses what private information
it requires from the consumer. The consumer’s policy expresses what
private information she is willing to give the provider. Before the service
can begin, the policies have to “match”. The objectives of this paper
are to a) propose a method for comparing privacy policies that can be
applied to define this “match”, and b) ensure that this comparison
reflects community values, since the notion of privacy is subjective and
can vary between individuals.

In the literature, one work related to the comparison of privacy policies
is the matching of consumer privacy preferences to web site P3P privacy
policies [1] using the AT&T Privacy Bird [11]. However, the Privacy
Bird a) appears to match on only a predefined set of privacy preferences
useful for web sites, and b) does only identical matching – it does not
employ a continuous numerical comparison model that can allow a
positive comparison even in the absence of an identical match up. In this
work, the items of private information can be anything and privacy
policies are compared based on the numerical privacy levels of the policy
contents to give greater flexibility (e.g. a positive outcome can result
even if the corresponding privacy preferences are not identical).
Another work, by Backes et al [12], examines the comparison of
enterprise privacy policies using a formal abstract syntax and semantics
to express the policy contents. In this approach, one policy “matches”
another if using the first policy automatically fulfills the second policy
(the first policy is said to “refine” the second policy). These authors
provide formal definitions and rules under which refinement can occur,
and incorporate them in an algorithm for checking refinement for
privacy policies expressed in EPAL [13]. In this work, we take a simpler

more pragmatic approach, preferring to compare 2 polices directly using
levels of privacy as measures.  Our approach is more likely to be
understood by consumers thereby gaining their trust.  Work related to
privacy policies include the semi-automated derivation of personal
privacy policies [6], privacy policy negotiation [7, 8, 9], and privacy
policy compliance [10].

Section 2 describes the content of privacy policies. Section 3 presents
our method for comparing policies. Section 4 proposes a community
consensus approach for obtaining privacy levels required by our method.
Section 5 gives conclusions and future research.

THE CONTENT OF PRIVACY POLICIES
To compare privacy policies we need to first define their content. We
consider content requirements imposed by privacy legislation. This
approach is realistic since e-service providers must comply with privacy
legislation and hence such content must be implemented. Of course,
other types of content may be expressed but they may not be part of
a provider’s privacy policy since they are not required by law.

Privacy Legislation and Directives
In Canada, privacy legislation is enacted in PIPEDA (Personal Informa-
tion Protection and Electronic Documents Act) [2] and is based on the
Canadian Standards Association’s Model Code for the Protection of
Personal Information [3], recognized as a national standard in 1996.
This Code consists of ten Privacy Principles (Table 1) that we call
CSAPP. CSAPP is a good choice to use for privacy policy content
requirements because it is representative of principles behind privacy
legislation in many countries, including the European Union’s Data
Protection Directive [4].

Privacy Policy Content Requirements from CSAPP
We interpret “organization” as “provider” and “individual” as “con-
sumer”. We use CSAPP.n  to denote Principle n of the CSAPP. Principle
CSAPP.2 implies that there could be different providers requesting the
information, thus implying a collector attribute. Principle CSAPP.4
implies that there is a what attribute, i.e. what private information is
being collected. Principles CSAPP.2, CSAPP.4, and CSAPP.5 state that
there are purposes for which the private information is being collected.
Principles CSAPP.3, CSAPP.5 and CSAPP.9 imply that the private
information can be disclosed to other parties, giving a disclose-to
attribute. Principle CSAPP.5 implies a retention time attribute for the
retention of private information.  Thus, from the CSAPP we derive 5
attributes of private information collection, namely collector, what,
purposes, disclose-to, and retention time. The remaining principles
prescribe certain operational requirements that must be satisfied be-
tween provider and consumer, such as consent, and are discussed in [6].

We call the attribute grouping <collector, what, purposes, retention
time, disclose-to> a privacy rule. A privacy policy then consists of a
header section followed by one or more privacy rules. This header
consists of the fields: Policy Use (for what e-service?), Owner (name of
the provider or consumer who owns the policy), Proxy (Yes or no – yes
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if a proxy will act for the consumer to give the information), and Valid
(period of time during which the policy is valid). Figure 1 shows example
consumer and provider privacy policies for various e-services.

Privacy policies need to be expressed in a machine-readable policy
language such as APPEL [5] (XML-based). The investigation of suitable
policy languages for privacy policies is ongoing research and outside the
scope of this paper.

METHOD FOR COMPARING PRIVACY POLICIES
We compare privacy policies by comparing the levels of privacy in
individual privacy rules.  Each rule has the attributes collector, what,
purposes, retention time, and disclose-to. However, collector does not
contribute to the level of privacy – it merely identifies who in the
provider’s organization will receive the consumer’s information. Either
the consumer agrees with who the collector is or she does not. Hence,
we will let collector be compared between the two policies – either the
collector is the same in both policies or the provider’s policy has a
specific name and the consumer’s policy has “any” (necessary for
consumer agreement); otherwise there is no agreement (need for
negotiation). The attribute disclose-to behaves the same way as collec-
tor, and we treat it the same way as collector. Let the remaining attributes
what, purposes, and retention time be represented by w

i,c
, p

i,c
, and r

i,c

respectively, for consumer privacy rule i. Similarly, we have w
i,p

, p
i,p

, and
r

i,p
 for provider privacy rule i. We wish to ascribe a function v that returns

a numerical level of privacy from the consumer’s point of view (since
it is the consumer’s private information that is requested) when applied
to the attributes what, purposes, and retention time. A high v means a
high level of privacy; a low v means a low level of privacy.

Definition 1. Let V
i,c , 

V
i,p 

represent the privacy levels of consumer
privacy rule i and provider privacy rule i, respectively. Then

),,( ,,,, cicicici rpwvV = ,
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Definition 2. There is a match between consumer and provider privacy
policies if:

a) For corresponding privacy rules (same what in both policies) V
i,p

 ≥V
i,c

for all i. Where there is no corresponding rule in one policy, we still
consider the rule present and assign it a privacy level of ∞, since no
rule means no information required, which is the highest level of
privacy.

b) The values for collector and disclose-to attributes are the same for
corresponding privacy rules in both provider and consumer poli-
cies, or the provider’s policy has a specific name and the consumer’s
policy has “any”.

Otherwise, there is a mismatch.

In Definition 2, part a), the level of privacy in the provider’s rule is
greater or equal to the level of privacy in the corresponding consumer
rule (the provider is demanding less information (greater privacy) than
the consumer is willing to offer).

Definition 3. The level of privacy P
p
 in a provider’s privacy policy is

P
p
=∑V

i,p
. Similarly, the level of privacy P

c
 in a consumer’s privacy policy

is  P
c
=∑V

i,c
.

It is difficult to assign values to v (Definition 1) universally and
consistently because privacy is a subjective notion, and one consumer’s
view of privacy may be different from another consumer’s view. Section
4 will provide an approach for obtaining universal and consistent values
for v. Then Definition 2 can be used to determine if provider and
consumer policies match. We do not make use of definition 3 in this
paper. We include it only for interest.

Policy Matching Shortcuts
In comparing policies, it is not always necessary to carry out the above
evaluation. We mention two shortcuts.

Shortcut 1. Both policies are the same except one policy has fewer
privacy rules than the other policy. Then according to Definition
2, there is a match if the policy with fewer privacy rules belongs
to the provider. Otherwise, there is a mismatch.

Shortcut 2. Both policies are the same except one policy has one or more
attributes that clearly lead to higher levels of privacy for the
associated privacy rules. According to Definition 2, there is a match
if the rules with resulting higher levels of privacy belong to the
provider’s policy. Otherwise, there is a mismatch. An example of
such an attribute is retention time, where there is a match if the
provider’s policy has less retention time (higher privacy level) for
corresponding items.

Consider the example policies in Figure 1. In these policies, there is a
match for e-learning according to Shortcut 2, since the rule with lower
retention time belongs to the provider. There is a mismatch for book
seller according to Shortcut 1 since the policy with fewer privacy rules
belongs to the consumer. There is a mismatch for medical help according
to Shortcut 2, since the rule with the higher level of privacy is the one
specifying a particular collector (Dr. Smith), and this rule belongs to the
consumer’s policy.

DETERMINING PRIVACY LEVELS USING
COMMUNITY CONSENSUS
This section investigates how privacy levels can be assigned to privacy
rules using community consensus for use in Definition 2 to determine
a match.  Community consensus overcomes the problem that what’s
private for one person may not be private for another person. Commu-
nity consensus is obtained through surveys.

Table 1.  CSAPP: The Ten Privacy Principles from the Canadian
Standards Association

Principle Description 
1. Accountability An organization is responsible for personal information under its control 

and shall designate an individual or individuals accountable for the 
organization's compliance with the privacy principles. 

2. Identifying 
    Purposes 

The purposes for which personal information is collected shall be 
identified by the organization at or before the time the information is 
collected. 

3. Consent The knowledge and consent of the individual are required for the 
collection, use or disclosure of personal information, except when 
inappropriate. 

4. Limiting  
    Collection 

The collection of personal information shall be limited to that which is 
necessary for the purposes identified by the organization. Information 
shall be collected by fair and lawful means. 

5. Limiting Use, 
Disclosure, and 
Retention 

Personal information shall not be used or disclosed for purposes other 
than those for which it was collected, except with the consent of the 
individual or as required by the law. In addition, personal information 
shall be retained only as long as necessary for fulfillment of those 
purposes. 

6. Accuracy Personal information shall be as accurate, complete, and up-to-date as is 
necessary for the purposes for which it is to be used. 

7. Safeguards Security safeguards appropriate to the sensitivity of the information shall 
be used to protect personal information. 

8. Openness An organization shall make readily available to individuals specific 
information about its policies and practices relating to the management of 
personal information. 

9. Individual 
Access 

Upon request, an individual shall be informed of the existence, use and 
disclosure of his or her personal information and shall be given access to 
that information. An individual shall be able to challenge the accuracy 
and completeness of the information and have it amended as appropriate. 

10. Challenging  
      Compliance 

An individual shall be able to address a challenge concerning compliance 
with the above principles to the designated individual or individuals 
accountable for the organization's compliance. 
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Privacy Levels Through Surveys
(a) A privacy rules evaluation provider makes use of third party

surveys performed on a regular basis as well as those published in
research literature to obtain user perceptions of the level of privacy
for various items of private information (PI) separated according
to their uses. This gives a sensitivity or range of privacy levels for
different PI in different situations.

(b) Corresponding to a provider’s privacy policy (which specifies what
PI are required), the rules evaluation provider or a software
application constructs and ranks partial privacy rules <what,
purposes, retention time> for each use using the PI in (a), according
to their sensitivity levels. The outcome of this process is a set of
partial privacy rules, ranked by PI sensitivity or privacy level for
different providers. There are different ways to do this ranking.
One way is to assign a partial privacy rule the median of its
sensitivity range as its privacy level (illustrated below).

(c) Providers and consumers obtain online from the rules evaluation
provider the privacy levels for the rules and use in their policies.
They do this by specifying the partial rules, the use for the rules,
and the provider. In this way, large populations of providers and

consumers may quickly obtain privacy levels for their rules to use
in determining if their policies match.

This approach requires trust in the rules evaluation provider. Effectively
the rules evaluation provider becomes a trusted third party. A certifi-
cation process for this provider is probably required. For instance, in
Canada, the offices for the provincial and federal privacy commissioners
could be this certification body. They could also provide this privacy
level determination service. Figure 2 illustrates this approach.

Example:

Suppose the item of PI for which we wish to derive a privacy level is
“course marks retention time” from the e-learning privacy policy in
Figure 1.

Then the above steps are implemented as follows:

(a) The third party survey generates the following results for course
marks retention time (the higher the privacy level, the higher the
privacy; the highest level is 5, the lowest level is 1) for a use (or
context) of e-learning. (See Box A.)

 Privacy Policy: E-learning 
Owner: E-learning Unlimited 
Proxy: No 
Valid: unlimited 
 
Collector: E-learning Unlimited 
What: name, address, tel 
Purposes: identification 
Retention Time: unlimited 
Disclose-To: none 
 
Collector: E-learning Unlimited 
What: Course Marks 
Purposes: Records 
Time: 1 year 
Disclose-To: none 

Privacy Policy: Book Seller 
Owner: All Books Online 
Proxy: No 
Valid: unlimited 
 
Collector: All Books Online 
What: name, address, tel 
Purposes: identification 
Retention Time: unlimited 
Disclose-To: none 
 
Collector: All Books Online 
What: credit card 
Purposes: payment 
Time: until payment complete 
Disclose-To: none 

Privacy Policy: Medical Help 
Owner: Nursing Online 
Proxy: Yes 
Valid: unlimited 
 
Collector: Nursing Online 
What: name, address, tel 
Purposes: contact 
Retention Time: unlimited 
Disclose-To: pharmacy 
 
Collector: Nursing Online 
What: medical condition 
Purposes: treatment 
Time: 1 year 
Disclose-To: pharmacy 

Privacy Policy: E-learning 
Owner: Alice Consumer 
Proxy: No 
Valid: unlimited 
 
Collector: Any 
What: name, address, tel 
Purposes: identification 
Retention Time: unlimited 
Disclose-To: none 
 
Collector: Any 
What: Course Marks 
Purposes: Records 
Retention Time: 2 years 
Disclose-To: none 
 

Privacy Policy: Book Seller 
Owner: Alice Consumer 
Proxy: No 
Valid: June 2005 
 
Collector: Any 
What: name, address, tel 
Purposes: identification 
Retention Time: unlimited 
Disclose-To: none 

 
 

Privacy Policy: Medical Help  
Owner: Alice Consumer 
Proxy: No 
Valid: July 2005 
 
Collector: Any 
What: name, address, tel 
Purposes: contact 
Retention Time: unlimited 
Disclose-To: pharmacy 
 
Collector: Dr. A. Smith 
What: medical condition 
Purposes: treatment 
Retention Time: unlimited 
Disclose-To: pharmacy 

 

Figure 1. Example Provider Policies (top) and Corresponding Consumer Privacy Policies (bottom)

Figure 2. Determination of Privacy Levels from Surveys

 

Figure 2. Determination of privacy levels from surveys 

Surveys, 
Studies 

Partial Rules 
Generation 

Internet Users 

Partial Rules + 
Privacy Le vels 

PI  + Privacy Sensitivities 

Retrieve 
Privacy Levels 

Provider or 
Consumer 

Partial Rules 

Privacy Le vels 

Privacy Rules Evaluator 
PI          Privacy Level 

course marks retention time 6 months  3 
course marks retention time 6 months  4 
course marks retention time 6 months  4 
course marks retention time 6 months  5 
course marks retention time 12 months  1 
course marks retention time 12 months  1 
course marks retention time 12 months  2 
course marks retention time 12 months  3 

Box A.

Note that the other parameters in a partial privacy rule (i.e. what,
purposes) may change too, not just retention time. We change retention
time only to keep the example simple. Actually, each different combination
of parameters represents a different privacy level. Also, the longer the
marks are retained, the lower the privacy level.
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(b) In this step, the rules evaluation provider constructs partial privacy
rules from the PI in (a) and ranks them using the median value from
the corresponding sensitivity range. Thus for the 4 course mark
retention times of 6 months, the lowest value is 3, the highest value
is 5, and the median is 4. Therefore the partial rule < course marks,
records, 6 months > is ranked with privacy level 4. Similarly, the
partial rule < course marks, records, 12 months > is ranked with
privacy level 2.

(c) To obtain their privacy levels, providers and consumers specify the
use (or context) as e-learning and their partial rules. Suppose one
of the rules is < course marks, records, 6 months >. The provider
or consumer then obtains a privacy level of 4 for this partial rule.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
We began by defining the content of a privacy policy using represen-
tative Canadian privacy legislation. The use of privacy legislation to
derive requirements for privacy policy content is practical since e-
service providers must comply with such content by law.  We proposed
a method for comparing privacy policies using the privacy levels of
individual privacy preferences to determine a match. We then gave an
approach for obtaining these privacy levels through community consen-
sus using third party surveys. Our approach reflects the privacy sensi-
tivities of the online community, accounting for the fact that what is
private to one person may not be private to another. By specifying “use”
for PI, we also account for the fact that the privacy level of PI depends
on how the PI is used or its context. Our approach may be automated
for fast policy matching in an e-commerce environment.

The methods provided in this paper also apply to privacy policy
negotiation [7, 8, 9], since policies are compared and matched there as
well. Further, our approach can be applied to other types of privacy
policies that may differ from ours in terms of privacy provisions, so long
as the corresponding privacy levels can be ascertained. As well, our
approach is applicable to privacy policies that are expressed in particular
implementation languages, since we have not specified any particular
implementation language in the above development.

For future research, we plan to investigate other ways of matching
privacy policies easily. For instance, since e-business is a global affair,
there may well be differing ways in which the “what” and “purposes”
attributes may be expressed. These may vary on a jurisdiction basis, or
depend on different policy variants. Approaches such as fuzzy compari-
sons may be possible in some instances. In others, dictionaries designed
to translate “what” and “purposes” amongst different jurisdictions or
services may be helpful. Helping the user understand who the collector
or disclose-to organizations are, how they use the information gathered,
and their reputation with other users would promote user trust. Explor-
ing ways to gather this information in a world-wide context, and portray
it effectively to a user is another research topic. We plan to construct
simulations of the methods presented in this paper to assess effective-
ness, especially regarding scalability and performance issues.
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